Abstract. In [5] Levin defined general order Padr-type rational approximants of a function of n variables (here referred to as "type L" approximants). In 1 we repeat briefly the defining equations and the determinant representation for n 2. Levin proved that the Chisholm approximants were a special case of his "type L" approximants.
1. General order Pad6-type rational approximants in two variables (or type L approximants). We repeat some notations and definitions given by Levin. Let N-(0, 1,2,... )._Given a subset D of Z we define" (il,Jl),''',(im,Jm), xi'yJ'Ni,j,(x,y) xi2yJ2Ni2J2(x,y) ximyJmNi,,dm(X,y) 
P(x,y). S(x,y)-Q(x,y).R(x,y).
This property justifies the following definitions:
(a) Let (P,/Q,)(x,y) be the irreducible form of (P/Q)(x,y) such that Q,(0,0)- [5] as well as the type C approximant [1, 2] reduce to the well-known ordinary Pad-approximant. And the polynomials P(x,y) and Q(x,y) satisfying (2.1) do also satisfy (1.1) when the sets N, D and E are chosen as follows:
The set H= E\N has one element less than the set D, as required; but we could also add to E the set {(i,j) i,j N, /j < lm }, since o( f" Q P) >-lm for all polynomials P and Q as in (2.1a) and (2.1b Now a()-rank(8)+ 2 [6] THEOREM 32 The displacement-rank of the matrix }C is at most m + 2.
Proof. Let us write down the matrix more explicitly" . select a particular b and let ch,)_,i be the coefficient of b in the kth equation of the homogeneous subsystem we have to solve (k-1,...,p), H-{h(k)-(h(k),. .,h,,(k))lk--1,. .,p}.
We call the coefficient matrix of the homogeneous subsystem again .I t is easy to prove the following n-dimensional analogue of Theorem 3.1. If we use an enumeration of the points in D and H, similar to the one described in 3, it is obvious that in the multivariate case C is also a matrix with low displacement rank.
